
Feature: 

1.Boreway professional production diamond saw blade segment for marble block,boreway is
a professional saw blade Segment supplier.

2. Diamond Segment Cutting Supplier China for cutting marble, long cutting
life.hardness & sharp.use high grade diamond.

3.Good sharpness and long life.Manufacturer with competitive price.Stable performance &
high efficiency.

4.Used diamond segment supplier china,mature technology and quality proved by both
domestic market and foreign market.

Product Description： 

1. All Sizes are Available Upon Request.

2. Feature: Fast cutting & long life & No Chipping

3. Stable Quality – More than 10 years’ experience.

4. Innovation: Design Unique Segment Formula for Different Stones

China Diamond Segment Manufacturer For Cutting Marble,best diamond tools use
high-grade diamond, metal powder, make different formula for cutting different stone.

The diamond segments with various dimensions and shapes. The segment in this page is
used for 1200mm diameter single/multi blades and cutting granite. Stone Cutting Segment
for Marble.We have different types of segments for cutting different hardness granite.

Product Specification: 

The following are normal specifications diamond saw blade segment for marble block:

Blade Diameter  
Segment Size   

Blade Thickness  
L W H 

1200mm,48inch 24MM 7.5MM 10MM 0.5MM 

We are manufacturer for diamond segment, size and type we can make as your demands.

Other specifications of diamond segment for cutting supplier china:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Wet-Use-Diamond-Slant-Slot-Segment-Diamond-Segment-Cutting-Supplier-China.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Boreway-Sandwich-Groove-M-Shape-Diamond-Segment-for-Cutting-Marble-Manufacturer.html


Multi-blade and single-disc saw blade specifications:



The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Product show 

1200mm Fast Speed Diamond Saw Blade Segment For Marble Block









Application: 

Diamond Blade Segments for bridge cutting machine and single arm machine.

Diamond saw blade segment for marble block, sandstone, various other stone.



FAQ

1. What is the delivery way?

Express Courier Service, Sea Cargo and so on. We give the advice according to actual
situation for customers make decision.

2.What could we do if we find your diamond segment are not in good performance?

Please tell us the detailed information of the cutting, for example:

1). Do you feed enough cooling water.



2). The RPM of the machine, the cutting object.

3). The detail picture of diamond segment after use, e.g. the cutting side of diamond
segment.

3.If we want to buy diamond segment, how could we know the quality?

You can buy diamond segment with a small quantity first, test the quality and our service, it
will be much better for our long term cooperation. For small quantity, you don’t need to take
risk in case the quality doesn’t fit your market.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


